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PROVIDEDH
PROgressive VIsual DEcision-Making in Digital Humanities (PROVIDEDH) project:
• a three-year project funded within the CHIST-ERA call 2016 for the topic “Visual Analytics for Decision Making
under Uncertainty – VADMU.”
• 4 partners (2 technical and 2 humanistic):

•
•
•
•

•

The Research Group on Visual Analytics, University of Salamanca, Spain
Poznań Supercomputing and Networking Center, Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland
Trinity Long Room Hub Arts & Humanities Research Institute, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland
Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities of the Austrian Academy of Sciences, Austria

Underlying uncertainty in DH research data affects decision-making and persists during the project’s lifecycle.
This uncertainty will always be present. Thus, efforts in providing technical support for humanistic
research should focus on managing and making it more transparent, rather than removing it.
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Aleatoric and Epistemic Uncertainty
Anyone using uncertain information needs to think carefully about the possible sources of uncertainty, and how
they may be addressed (by probability theory, belief function theory, fuzzy set theory, etc.)
In the literature (sources of) uncertainty is often classified into two categories: aleatoric and epistemic.
• Aleatoric uncertainty, which is regarded as inherent in the phenomenon and can not be reduced. It exists due
to the random nature of physical events.
• Epistemic uncertainty, which results from our incomplete knowledge and could in principle be reduced,
although this may be impractical, not possible in the framework of available time and resources, or many
similar reasons. It is associated with the user performing the analysis, his ignorance or the human nature of
making mistakes.
Peter F. Fisher. Models of uncertainty in spatial data. Geographical information systems, 1, 191–205, 1999.
Christophe Simon, Philippe Weber, Mohamed Sallak. Data Uncertainty and Important Measures; John Wiley & Sons, 2018.
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Taxonomy of Epistemic Uncertainty
•
•
•
•

Imprecision corresponds to the inability to express the true value because the absence of experimental
values does not allow the definition of a probability distribution or because it is difficult to obtain the exact
value of a measure.
Ignorance is related to the fact that information could have been incorrectly assessed by the person
gathering or organizing the data. It is also possible that people, not fully sure about how to deal with data,
ignore some information and generate uncertainty during the evaluation and decision processes.
Incompleteness corresponds to the fact that not all situations are covered. Often it is impossible to know
every possible option available.
Credibility (discord) concerns the weight that an agent can attach to its judgment. This concept can be linked
to that of biased opinions, which are related to personal visions of the landscape, which can make for
significant variations between different groups and individuals, given their backgrounds.

…
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Uncertainty annotation in TEI
Locating and tracing uncertainty through the evolution of a textual corpus can be done with the use of TEI tags
[Guidelines for Electronic Text Encoding and Interchange, Section 21.1.2 Structured Indications of Uncertainty]
• <certainty>
• <precision>
• @cert
However, the use these method is not a common practice.
We aim to promote a wider use of these tags
• by providing a user-friendly interface for collaborative annotating texts with uncertainty,
• by associating the existing TEI elements with the developed taxonomy of uncertainty,
• by implementing an environment for progressive visualisations of uncertainty of annotated data (at first we are
implementing an interactive application for one type of imprecision – name entities with many name
variations)
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<certainty> - category of uncertainty
In our platform we would like to use the <certainty> element. Unfortunately it has no attribute where we can note
the category of uncertainty. So we would like to add such attribute to the specification:
<elementSpec ident="certainty" module="certainty" mode="change">
<attList>
<attDef ident="category" mode="add">
<desc xml:lang="en">indicates the category of uncertainty</desc>
<datatype><dataRef key="teidata.enumerated"/></datatype>
<valList type="semi" mode="change">
<valItem mode="add" ident="imprecision"/>
<valItem mode="add" ident="ignorance"/>
<valItem mode="add" ident="incompleteness"/>
<valItem mode="add" ident="credibility"/>
</valList>
</attDef>
</attList>
</elementSpec>
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<certainty> - @locus
Currently the locus element indicates more exactly the aspect concerning which certainty is being expressed:
specifically, whether the markup is correctly located, whether the correct element or attribute name has been
used, or whether the content of the element or attribute is correct, etc. It’s closed list of the following attributes:
• name: uncertainty concerns whether the name of the element or attribute used is correctly applied
• start: uncertainty concerns whether the start of the element is correctly identified,
• end: uncertainty concerns whether the end of the element is correctly identified,
• location: uncertainty concerns both the start and the end of the element,
• value: uncertainty concerns the content (for an element) or the value (for an attribute).

Two of these option are ambiguous. In case of name and value, we don’t know exactly whether the uncertainty
concerns the name or attribute and which attribute. For automatic processing of XML files it's a problem. Of
course, TEI has a solution for it by using a pair of attributes "target" and "match". But we would like a bit more 
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<certainty> - @locus
Fragment of the Deposition 821026r012:
<p>... And this deponent was credibly tould by one dorothy Hanse, and divers others that came from
<location>
<placeName>
<settlement xml:id="settlement00001" type="city">Cashell</settlement>
</placeName>
</location>, That the Rebells had killed ...
</p>

Annotating that Cashell is misspelled (and it might be a different city) is quite simple:
<certainty category="imprecision" locus="value" target="#settlement00001" assertedValue="Cashel"/>

How to annotate that the "type" attribute is wrongly applied?
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<certainty> - doubts about an attribute
<p>... And this deponent was credibly tould by one dorothy Hanse, and divers others that came from
<location>
<placeName>
<settlement xml:id="settlement00001" type="city">Cashell</settlement>
</placeName>
</location>, That the Rebells had killed ...
</p>

<certainty category="imprecision" locus="value" target="#settlement00001" assertedValue="town"/>
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<certainty> - doubts about an attribute
<p>... And this deponent was credibly tould by one dorothy Hanse, and divers others that came from
<location>
<placeName>
<settlement xml:id="settlement00001" type="city">Cashell</settlement>
</placeName>
</location>, That the Rebells had killed ...
ambiguous
</p>

?
<certainty category="imprecision" locus="value" target="#settlement00001" assertedValue="town"/>
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<certainty> - doubts about an attribute
<p>... And this deponent was credibly tould by one dorothy Hanse, and divers others that came from
<location>
<placeName>
<settlement xml:id="settlement00001" type="city">Cashell</settlement>
</placeName>
</location>, That the Rebells had killed ...
</p>

<certainty category="imprecision" locus="value" target="#settlement00001" assertedValue="town"/>

<certainty category="imprecision" locus="value" target="#settlement00001" match="@type" assertedValue="town"/>
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att.scoping: @target and @match
The pair of att.scoping attributes provides attributes for selecting particular elements within a document:
• target: points at one or several elements or sets of elements by means of one or more data pointers, using
the URI syntax.
• match: supplies an arbitrary XPath expression which identifies a set of nodes, selected within the context
identified by the target attribute if this is supplied, or within the context of the parent element if it is not.
An XPath expression identifies a set of nodes in an XML document. But what if this set does not exist in the
document, but we would like to refer to it?
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Use-case of unifying people (entities)
Fragment of the Deposition 823180r162:
<p>... a rebellious maner the wife of
<person xml:id="person00002">Anselmus Adams</person> (&amp; her two children)...
</p>

Fragment of the Deposition 824148r131:
<p>... then <add place="inline">&amp; there</add> murdred the wife of
<person xml:id="person00005">Ancelmus Adams</person> (and two children of his)...
</p>

We would like to annotate with a high degree of certainty that these two people are the same person.
<certainty category="imprecision" locus="value" target="#person00002" match="@sameAs"
assertedValue="824148r131#person00005"/>
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Use-case of unifying people (entities)
Fragment of the Deposition 823180r162:
<p>... a rebellious maner the wife of
<person xml:id="person00002">Anselmus Adams</person> (&amp; her two children)...
</p>

Fragment of the Deposition 824148r131:
<p>... then <add place="inline">&amp; there</add> murdred the wife of
<person xml:id="person00005">Ancelmus Adams</person> (and two children of his)...
</p>

We would like to annotate with a high degree of certainty that these two people are the same person.
<certainty category="imprecision" locus="value" target="#person00002" match="@sameAs"
assertedValue="824148r131#person00005"/>

serious
doubts
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Use-case of unifying people (entities)
Fragment of the Deposition 823180r162:
<p>... a rebellious maner the wife of
<person xml:id="person00002">Anselmus Adams</person> (&amp; her two children)...
</p>

Fragment of the Deposition 824148r131:
<p>... then <add place="inline">&amp; there</add> murdred the wife of
<person xml:id="person00005">Ancelmus Adams</person> (and two children of his)...
</p>

We would like to annotate with a high degree of certainty that these two people are the same person.
<certainty category="imprecision" locus="sameAs" target="#person00002"
assertedValue="824148r131#person00005"/>

solution
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<certainty> - changes for locus
<elementSpec ident="certainty" module="certainty" mode="change">
<attList>
<attDef ident="category" mode="change">
<desc xml:lang="en">indicates more exactly the aspect concerning which certainty is being expressed: specifically,
whether the markup is correctly located, whether the correct element or attribute name has been used, or whether the
content of the element or attribute is correct, etc. Doubts about attributes and their values can be reflected by assigning
values beyond the semi-open list, i.e. by assigning the name of an attribute.</desc>
<datatype><dataRef key="teidata.enumerated"/></datatype>
<valList type="semi" mode="change">
<valItem mode="change" ident="name"/>
<valItem mode="change" ident="start"/>
<valItem mode="change" ident="end"/>
<valItem mode="change" ident="location"/>
<valItem mode="change" ident="value"/>
</valList>
</attDef>
</attList>
</elementSpec>
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Interactive visualizations

Thank you for your attention!
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